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Research described at a recent DIA conference
on Complex Innovative Design noted that the
integration of innovative trial designs with other
drug development tools and best available
technology can save a program 20-30% in time and
cost. Yet, despite the emergence of these more
innovative trial designs, the average time it takes for
a drug to reach the market has stagnated at 6 years,
while the success of Phase 3 trials has hovered at
about 30-35% for the past decade. The promise of
adaptive designs that provide flexibility in the face
of uncertainty remains largely unfulfilled.
We wondered if adoption of these efficient
design methodologies was the issue. A recent
survey conducted by Cytel found that only 42%
of respondents reported using any complex or
adaptive designs beyond the most widely adopted
group sequential approach. While regulatory and
operational barriers remain a cause for concern in
the sphere of research and development, there is

mounting evidence that regulators will accept well
designed flexible studies that put patients first.
There is even more evidence that clinical operations
teams can rise to the challenge. There are a growing
number of drug approvals, for example, which
include adaptive designs for regulatory findings,
even for pivotal studies.
So what has prevented the adoption of these new
methodologies? Cytel’s research uncovered that
teams confronted with the need for innovative
trials that employ advanced methodology often find
difficulty exploring and communicating trade-offs
in cost, time and probability of success. Whereas
statisticians previously needed several days to make
these calculations, the advent of cloud-computing
has now made it possible to make these calculations
rapidly. Cytel’s trial simulation platform SolaraTM, for
example, can calculate in fewer than 30 minutes
what would have taken 500 hours only a year ago.
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Leveraging advanced statistical methodologies to increase
success requires advances in the end-to-end trial design process.
What Development teams now need in the Age
of Cloud Computing is a process that allows new
technology to explore more designs strategically. In
response, Cytel’s developed a new Advanced Design
Framework for the Re-imagined Clinical Trial. This
framework includes three steps:
• Thoroughly Explore the more expansive design 		
spaces offered by cloud-computing;

that when these two things are done in tandem,
supported by technology that activities the full
potential of biostatisticians, development teams
improve R&D productivity by 10 – 20%. The process
leads to superior outcomes due to its ability to
identify optimal study designs given the commercial
goals of a trial.

• Decide Together using a quantitative evaluation
approach that mitigates bias and generates data- 		
driven decision-making at a collective level;
• Communicate Trade-offs in a way that translates
statistical insight into cogent evidence that drives
commercial decision-making.
As you will see throughout the paper, the framework
works best when sponsors are able to improve
collaboration across the disciplines of a development
team, while also involving biostatisticians earlier
in the design process. Cytel’s early results suggest

Cytel introduced a new Advanced Design Framework to address
the need for improvements in the end-to-end trial design process.
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The Opportunity to
Thoroughly Explore
The first step in this new Advanced Design Framework is to Thoroughly Explore. The use of cloud computing
means access to exponentially more design options. The move from exploring five or six designs to several
thousand results in new opportunities as well as challenges.

SATISFICING

Satisficing Leaves Design Space Mostly Unexplored

Organizations that employ satisficing are unlikely to find more than
a local optimum.

A conventional trial design approach can be thought
of as a three step process. First an R&D team takes
a few guesses about scenarios that might satisfy
certain resource constraints, and then it consults a
statistician about which of the designs in this smaller
subset would yield the best expected results. The
first two steps of this process would involve what
economists call satisficing, seeking a solution
that is ‘good-enough,’ followed by a search for a
local optimum, which involves optimizing across a
constrained subset of opportunities. The third step
reflects an iteration at which point this process is
repeated again, and again, for greater refinement
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of the study design. Each iteration can be translated
into several days if not weeks of trial delay. Even
when the process completes, trial designers have
found the local optimum, not a global one.
Modern simulation techniques can increase the
likelihood of finding a global optimum, the option
which serves as the actual best design for a trial.
This is the objective of the Re-Imagined Clinical Trial.
As patients wait for promising treatments and
sponsors for returns, many organizations look to
stretch the impact of their budget. Leaders instituting
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a mindset shift can encourage the transition from
satisficing to optimizing clinical trial design. Rather
than beginning with a small subset of trial designs
that account for a smaller set of requirements
and resources, a well-resourced biostatistician
who is strategically involved earlier in the design
process and who is therefore informed by a wider
range of cross-functional perspectives has the
potential to explore a much broader set of options
within the available timeframe than ever before.
Biostatisticians wielding the latest technology,
such as Cytel’s Solara software platform, can apply
massive cloud computing power to thoroughly map
the entire relevant design space in minutes, thereby
surfacing more promising opportunities to meet
development goals.
Suddenly a trial sponsor can quickly determine the
benefits of one or more interim looks, assess the

benefits of placing those looks earlier or later during
the course of a trial, the value of prospectively
planning sample size re-estimations or arm drops,
and multiple other variations of trial design. Perhaps
a trial with three arms benefits from an earlier
interim look, but an interim look on a two-armed
trial that occurs later on will yield more information
for decision-making. These detailed trade-offs can
also be examined more explicitly once operating
characteristics are available that showcase in detail
what these options are.
A biostatistician who is approached early enough
in the strategic planning of a trial and afforded
the context of a broader set of cross-functional
perspectives can quickly help identify a promising
set of opportunities for consideration that better
support business goals, even helping development
teams quantify returns on one design over another.

Decide Together
Has your organization ever completed the execution
of a long, expensive Phase 3 clinical trial only to learn
that the organization is unable to commercialize the
therapy? Has a faster competitor ever locked your
organization out of a market?
Historical processes for selecting statistical trial
designs have several shortcomings. Some have
not always been as inclusive of cross-functional
perspectives as they ought to be. Others have relied
heavily on qualitative comparison approaches. The
emergence of cloud-powered trial optimization
capabilities warrants an examination of the end-toend approach to statistical trial design.

The second component of Cytel’s new Advanced
Design Framework, “Decide Together”, helps
trial sponsors select statistical designs that can
successfully deliver greater value to patients and
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shareholders. Deciding together requires unifying
team perspectives into a consistent quantitative
evaluation
approach,
while
also
using
computational power to ensure efficient
evaluations of the entire design space. A wellresourced statistician is ideally suited to engage
tactical as well as strategic opportunities for
collective decisions.
A quantitative evaluation approach is one that
mitigates bias caused by one or more stakeholders
having undue influence over discussions about trial
design. This ensures that decisions are evidencebased rather than “eminence-based” – that is,
decisions are not influenced by the loudest or most
senior voice in the room.
A decision framework is a set of rules that explicitly
articulates how different evaluation criteria should
be weighted. Some trials might need accelerated

timelines due to a competitor nearing completion of
a trial, and a slightly lower probability of success is
worth the risk of completing a year early. Other trials
might warrant higher probability of success and
therefore need extra time to acquire time-to-event
endpoints. A decision framework should stipulate
how different trial parameters will be measured so
that trade-offs are clearly and adequately prioritized.
Agreeing to these priorities prior to evaluating the
options helps further reduce bias.
The decision framework can then be used to
aggregate the judgments and perspectives of
multiple stakeholders. One way to achieve this is
through a quantitative scoring rule, such as that
employed by Cytel’s Solara. The scoring rule asks
members of the R&D team to explicitly place value
on various trade-offs that inform decision-making.
This allows the team to establish consistent,
quantifiable decision criteria prior to evaluating the
various options. These criteria might include speed
of trial, the probability of success, and the expected
commercial value. Once an R&D team agrees on
how to weight these various criteria they must also
ensure that all relevant stakeholders are involved in
the decision-making process.
Traditionally, trial designs were compared by
manual scoring, a process by which each trial
design under consideration was compared to every
other in a process of pairwise comparison. So, five
potential designs would lead to 24 comparisons (i.e.
4x3x2x1 = 24). Given that statisticians now have to
compare thousands of designs as opposed to 5 or
6, this is no longer tenable. Rules and processes for
collective decision-making must find quantitative
and objective ways to aggregate and streamline
judgment formation. Note that this is nearly
impossible if a statistician is not well-resourced with
requisite technology.
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Communicate
Trade-offs

Statistical insights do not always translate into
commercial implications in a straightforward way.
Communicating the nuances of risk-quantification,
optimization or cross-parameter trade-offs can lead
to misunderstandings.
Using visual communication tools to graphically
represent trade-offs and leveraging software that can
give feedback in real time ensure that every member
of the team understands the decision problem and
the data being used to resolve challenges.
Data-driven decision-making means recognizing and
confronting trial design outcomes that result from the
improper quantification of operational characteristics
like forecasted timelines, enrollment targets, trial
sites and so forth.
The complex challenge of communicating statistical
insights about trial risk and articulating the commercial
implications of not pursuing sound risk-mitigation are
often much easier to articulate graphically rather than
mathematically.
Using the latest decision-support technology, the
necessary intuitions about risk and reward can be
captured through graphs and other representations.
Having a biostatistician available to clarify tradeoffs or guide discussions about uncertainty and
opportunity has also helped facilitate discussions
about aligning complex uncertainties with the focus
on driving commercial value.
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Adopting the
Advanced Design
Framework can Drive
Speed, Savings &
Success

At base, there are three elements to improving the
commercial return on any clinical trial.
There is the speed at which a trial can be completed,
which affects time to market; the resources that can
be saved during the course of a trial; and the likelihood
of success. Together, these three elements can give a
strategic development team a clear sense of the net
present value of a trial.
The use of simulations and modeling predicts
more accurate calculations across all three of these
parameters and enables sponsors to quantify risks
and understand trade-offs. None of these on their
own will provide strategic direction, but the ability to
compare them together, across millions of different
possible eventualities, can be a powerful resource.
Allowing statistical expertise to guide strategic
decisions by harnessing the potential and unlocking
the full promise of these revelations can enable the
development team to shorten trial duration, improve
probability of success, secure power and reduce costs.
The next time managers have a stream of questions
about when to schedule interim looks, and whether
those looks can facilitate financial incentives, know
that a million new possibilities can be available to a
statistician.
Adopting Cytel’s new framework can ensure your
team finds the optimal one.
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